
T he cost of cyber crime is high and by one estimate up to $100 billion per year [1]. So hacker con-
ferences draw large crowds. Consider that a black hat is considered a bad guy and today refers to 

hackers. Last week, a large hacker conference took up most of the third and fourth floors of the Las 
Vegas convention hall at Caesars Palace [2]. It is estimated that 5,000—7,000 people attend the confer-
ence [3]. At the conference, security researcher Dan Kaminsky detailed the recent Domain Name 
System (DNS) vulnerability and how it could be used to bypass firewall and SSL security [4]. During 
his presentation, Dan detailed 15 other ways the vulnerability could be exploited [5]. Separately, one 
Russian physicist demonstrated that a DNS emergency fix was exploitable [6].  

Additionally at the Black Hat conference, there are a number of Government participants. For exam-
ple, the newly created National Cyber Security Center chief suggested we must determine how much 
our networks are worth and how must to spend protecting them [7]. Not surprisingly, French report-
ers were caught hacking other reporters accounts and were booted from the conference [8]. 

With the move toward wider adoption of Web 2.0 technology, it was no surprise that this would be a 
topic of discussion. For example, while discussing Google Gadget, Web-based applets that could steal 
data were demonstrated [9]. It would appear that hackers are targeting feature rich social networking 
sites such as Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn [10]. Hackers at the DefCon conference discussed an 
exploit where a hacked iPhone could be shipped to a non-existing employee and hope it sits in the 
mail room scanning for wireless networks [12]. The rush to market will continue to push products 
that have not been fully security vetted. This year also features free legal consultation for speakers 
from the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) [11].  
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W e recognize the risk 
of using credit cards 

could result in someone 
capturing our card informa-
tion. To this end, eleven 
people have been charged 
with hacking into nine 
retailers, stealing, and sell-
ing 41 million credit and 
debit card numbers [1]. The 

hardest hit, T.J. Maxx and 
Marshalls discount clothing 
chains, took $197 million 
in charges to cover losses 
from this security breach 
[2]. Apparently, the hackers 
installed sniffer software to 
capture card numbers and 
passwords [3]. The U.S. 
alleges that the group de-

crypted PIN numbers, made 
new cards, and got cash from 
ATMs [4]. What’s more, there 
are suggestions the vulnerabili-
ties exposed are far from being 
fixed [5]. The question here is 
how many other organizations 
are vulnerable to the same ex-
ploits? 
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Department stores are not the 
only place hackers have struck. 
Rogues have installed hard to 
detect credit card skimmers at 
gas stations where every gas 
pump is equivalent to a check-
out counter [6].  

To provide more protection 
for consumers, laws continue 
to evolve. For example, the 
Senate unanimously approved 
a bill that allows identity theft 
victims to seek restitution in 
federal court for time and 
money lost restoring credit [7]. 
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You cannot escape the 

responsibility of tomorrow 

by evading it today—

Abraham Lincoln  

suggests that most of the $20 
bills in circulation, except 
brand new currency, have 
traces of cocaine residue [2]. It 
has been suggested that U.S. 
currency contains the highest 
trace amounts of cocaine and 
drug users often roll the paper 
currency to sniff the drug [3]. 
So in all likelihood, if a per-
son is handling paper money, 
they will be in contact with 
drug residue. So how will the 
new technology be used such 
that honest citizens will not be 
subjected to false positives? 
One constant challenge with 
new technology is an apprecia-

A  new fingerprint device 
not only checks for past 

history but also looks for 
traces of other substances 
including explosive and drug 
residue [1].  This is another 
example of technology that 
on the surface helps law en-

forcement. 
With the new 
tests available, 
we should 
refine our 
definition of 
what is a false 
positive. 

One report 

tion of the consequences. 
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It has become appallingly 

obvious that our 

technology has exceeded 

our humanity—Albert 

Einstein  

haps more importantly, the price 
of oil fell $5 a barrel to $115.20 
last Friday [9]. Given almost all 
industry relies on energy a drop 
in oil process should improve 
profit. 
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T he manager of the 
world’s largest bond 

fund, Bill Gross, is estimating 
the U.S. Treasury will pur-
chase up to $30 billion in 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
preferred shares to shore up 
capital [1]. This occurs at a 
time when Freddie Mac re-
ported a loss of $821 million, 
three times larger than ex-
pected [2]. Fannie Mae re-
ported a loss of $2.3 billion 
for the quarter [3]. This is the 
fourth consecutive quarterly 
loss for Fannie Mae and was 
worse than expected [4]. 
Given the potential U.S. 
Treasury support, some in 
Washington are questioning 
the wisdom in allowing 
Freddie and Fannie to lobby 
lawmakers [5]. In a sign that 
mortgage losses continue, the 
insurance company AIG suf-
fered a $5.36 billion 2nd quar-
ter loss primarily due to the 
mortgage market investments 
[6]. One of the consequences 
of the mortgage crisis is that 
rates are starting to rise [7]. 

On the positive side, Fannie 
Mae indicated they may have 
opportunistic modest mort-
gage portfolio growth [8]. Per-
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Elsewhere, reports continue to 
highlight exploits to bank 
security. For example, one 
researcher argues that stolen 
bank account information 
placing accounts at risk were 
discovered on a hacker data-
base [4]. Finally, now that 
Bank of America owns Coun-
trywide, the SEC has 
launched a formal investiga-
tion [5]. 
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allowed to withdraw money 
on their home-equity credit 
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and Citigroup have agreed to 
buy back $17 billion in ques-
tionable fixed-income invest-
ments [6]. Moreover, another 
large bank, the Bank of Amer-
ica, received subpoenas from 
federal and state regulators 
related to sales of auction-rate 
securities [7]. One of the ob-
jectives for the bond buy-back 
is to try to get past the auction
-rate trouble and restore the 
bank’s image [8]. 

In Connecticut, a man 
pleaded guilty to defrauded 
banks and his clients of more 
than $8 million [9]. 
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A s there is more financial 
stress, we are learning of 

more instances of fraud. For 
example, in Los Angeles, a 
hospital CEO was arrested in 
a scheme where homeless 
people were recruited to bill 
the government for $ millions 
in unnecessary services [1]. 

In banking, to settle state and 
federal claims that it fraudu-
lently sold auction-rate securi-
ties, UBS the largest Swiss 
Bank, may pay more than 
Citigroup Inc. or Merrill 
Lynch & Company [2]. Addi-
tionally, UBS has agreed to 
pay $150 million in fines [3]. 
Meanwhile, the French chip 
maker STMicroelectronics 
sued the second largest Swiss 
bank, Credit Suisse, for invest-
ing $450 million in auction-
rate securities without permis-
sion [4]. 

Citigroup agreed to pay a 
$100 million fine to settle 
charges it fraudulently misled 
investors [5]. Together, Merrill 
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There is more real pleasure 

to be gotten out of a 

malicious act, where your 

heart is in it, than out of 

thirty acts of a nobler sort—

Mark Twain 

available for the victims. More 
exploits are becoming available 
within 24 hours of announcing 
the vulnerability [4]. Consider 
the DNS flaw was described in 
the detail necessary for exploiting 
the vulnerability while fixes are 
still being applied [5]. Cyber-
criminals are using automation 
techniques to enable them to 
rapidly exploit announced vulner-
abilities [6]. So why does a secu-
rity researcher find it necessary to 
provide a detailed how-to exploit 
a vulnerability before fixes have 
been applied? Who wins and who 
loses? 
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